This paper examines a mathematical model of the overall removal rate of particles during dissolved air flotation. It is shown that the particle capture efficiency for an isolated bubble-particle interaction can be calculated directly using a mathematical model provided the physicochemical properties of the bubble and particle are known. The mathematical model incorporates the exact hydrodynamics for an isolated bubble-particle interaction, including the influences of van der Waals forces and electrostatic forces. The mathematical model is used to determine how the overall flotation rate depends on bubble and particle size and on interparticle forces. It is shown that, if complete particle charge neutralisation can be achieved, then the overall rate of flotation can be enhanced by decreasing bubble sizes while increasing floc sizes.
INTRODUCTION
Dissolved air flotation is a gravity assisted separation process in which air bubbles are used to remove solid particles from a liquid. In dissolved air flotation bubbles are typically 10-100 µm in diameter. They are generated by first saturating the water with air at high pressure, and then reducing the pressure so that the supersaturated dissolved air is forced out of solution in the form of microscopic bubbles. As the bubbles rise through the water column they interact with the suspended particles.
If a bubble-particle interaction results in a collision and successful bubble-particle attachment, and if the resulting bubble-particle agglomerate is positively buoyant, then the bubble will carry the particle to the foam layer at the top of the flotation tank which can then subsequently be skimmed off. Flotation has been used extensively for mineral processing since the early 1900s, while the use of dissolved air flotation for potable water production dates from the 1970s (Zabel 1977) . Dissolved air flotation has the advantage over the conventional technique of sedimentation of being able to efficiently remove low density flocs and algae which might otherwise cause filter blocking.
The elementary act of flotation is the successful collision and attachment of a bubble and particle to form a positively buoyant bubble-particle agglomerate. rising bubble and a falling particle in an otherwise quiescent environment. The bubble and particle paths are vertical at large separation distances due to the force of gravity. At smaller separation distances however, hydrodynamic forces cause the bubble and particle to move horizontally away from each other. These hydrodynamic forces result from attempting to push fluid out of the gap between the bubble and the particle, with the forces increasing as the gap size decreases. In fact, in the absence of interparticle forces such as electrostatic forces or van der Waals forces (or in the case of sub-micron size particles, in the absence of Brownian motion), hydrodynamic forces will completely suppress collisions between bubbles and particles.
With reference to Figure 1 , the removal efficiency for a single bubble-particle interaction can be defined as where r b is the bubble radius, r p is the particle radius and x c is the critical horizontal separation distance between the bubble and particle at a large distance upstream. If the initial horizontal separation distance between the bubble and particle is such that x < x c , then the bubble and particle collide and successfully form a bubble-particle agglomerate. Experimentally it has been shown that the relative trajectories of particles around bubbles are influenced both by van der Waals forces and by electrostatic forces (Okada et al. 1990 ) while Collins & Jameson (1976 , 1977 have shown that flotation removal rates are strongly dependent on the electrical properties of bubble and particle surfaces. Therefore it follows that the critical separation distance x c will be a function of the relative strengths of the hydrodynamic and interparticle forces acting on the bubble and the particle. If the removal efficiency E and the bubble flux ñ ″ b are constant then Equation (2) can be integrated directly to
where n p (0) is the initial number of particles in the system and
is the flotation rate constant. The situation modelled by Equations (2) and (3) is precisely that described by Pan et al. (1996) in their global model of flotation efficiency which they use to describe the removal of particles from a batch flotation test cell. Equation (2) assumes that a particle is removed from the system immediately after the successful formation of a positively buoyant bubbleparticle agglomerate with no account being made for the finite rise time of the agglomerate to the top of the flotation test cell.
The removal efficiency in Equation (2) determines the rate of particle removal for fixed bubble and particle sizes and for fixed bubble flux. As noted above with reference to Figure 1 , E is determined by the relative strength of hydrodynamic forces and interparticle forces. Malley & Edzwald (1991) have argued that E can by determined by the product
where h T is the total single collector efficiency for bubble-particle collisions and α pb is the adhesion efficiency which represents the fraction of all successful bubble-particle collisions which result in the successful formation of a bubble-particle agglomerate.
Using simplified hydrodynamics (Yoon & Luttrell 1989 ) the single collector efficiency can be approximated by and this result has been incorporated in many models of dissolved air flotation removal efficiency (e.g. Edzwald
1995
; Liers et al. 1997; Bloom & Heindel 1997) . The value of the adhesion efficiency depends on chemical pretreatment parameters such as the type of coagulant used, the coagulant dosage and pH. Bubble-particle adhesion is facilitated by the production of hydrophobic particles with neutral surface charge. As noted by Liers et al. (1997) , the value of a pb cannot be specified a priori for a given system: it must be determined empirically from the outcome of flotation experiments.
The purpose of this paper is to show that the removal efficiency E can be determined explicitly without introducing the concept of single collector efficiency and adhesion efficiency. Instead a mathematical model is employed which accounts for the exact hydrodynamics of the bubble-particle interaction and which incorporates the effects of interparticle forces. Using this model it will be shown that the rate of solids removal during dissolved air flotation can be optimised. This model requires the input of physicochemical properties of the bubble and particle which can either be measured using laboratory tests or estimated from results in the literature.
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
Flotation removal efficiency is modelled in this paper by examining the interaction between a rising bubble and a falling particle in an otherwise quiescent environment.
The bubble is assumed to behave as a positively buoyant solid sphere with no surface mobility due to the presence of surfactants. Due to the small size of the bubbles used in dissolved air flotation the low Reynolds number approximation is made and the relative velocity between the particle and bubble can be modelled as outlined by Batchelor (1982) to give where u r and u O are the relative radial and tangential velocities, respectively, of the particle moving around the bubble. It has been assumed that the bubble and particle are large enough (r p ,r b > 1 µm) that the effects of Brownian motion can be ignored. As indicated in Figure 2 , a polar coordinate system is used which is advected with the rising bubble with r measuring the distance from the centre of the bubble to the centre of the particle and O measuring the upstream angle between the radius vector and the bubble axis parallel to the gravity vector. The bubble and particle are surrounded by water with density r and dynamic viscosity m. The relative approach speed of the bubble and particle at large separation distances is
where U p and U b are the Stokes sedimenting velocities of the particle and bubble, respectively, given by
where r p and r b are the particle and bubble densities, respectively, and g is the coefficient of gravity. The relative mobility functions for the bubble-particle interaction, L, G and M, depend on the bubble-particle separation distance and on the relative sizes and densities of the bubble and particle.
The relative mobility functions can be calculated directly from the results presented by Jeffrey & Onishi (1984) .
The potential of the interparticle force is F where F = F vdW + F elec is the sum of the interparticle potentials due to van der Waals forces and electrostatic forces.
Following Wang et al. (1997) , F vdW is calculated as where A is the Hamaker constant for the bubble-particle interaction and h is the minimum separation distance between the bubble and the particle. As noted by Hunter where c is the electrolyte concentration, e is the magnitude of the charge on a single electron, k is Boltzmann's constant and T is temperature. In practice the influence of electrostatic forces during flotation are adjusted by adding coagulants which are absorbed on the particle and/or bubble surfaces in order to change the surface zeta potentials.
The mathematical model presented above has previously been used by others (Davis 1984; Melik & Fogler 1984; Nichols et al. 1995; Mazzolani et al. 1998 ) to study the gravity-induced coagulation of sedimenting solid spheres in the presence of van der Waals forces and/or electrostatic forces and by the current author (Leppinen 1999 ) to examine bubble-particle trajectories and collision efficiencies during microbubble flotation. Removal efficiencies are calculated using the mathematical model by numerically integrating Equations (7) and (8) (7) and (8) backwards in time along the trajectory which ends in particle capture at O = p at the rear of the bubble (see Leppinen (1999) for details). Since time is only a parameter in Equations (7) and (8) it follows that relative trajectories cannot cross each other so that all trajectories which start inside of x = x c must result in particle capture.
The mathematical model presented above allows particle capture if the combined electrostatic and van der Waals forces are strong enough to overcome the hydrodynamic forces which result when fluid is drained from the gap between the particle and the bubble. An excellent review of some of the earlier studies which examine the combined effects of electrostatic, van der Waals and hydrodynamic forces is given by Derjaguin et al. (1981) .
These previous studies relied on simplified hydrodynamics which did not account for the influence of the particle on the motion of the bubble. By incorporating the two-sphere mobility functions L, G and M as defined in Jeffrey & Onishi (1984) into the current model it is possible to account for the exact hydrodynamics of the bubbleparticle interaction. The model presented here assumes that the particle and bubble approach each other due to the force of gravity in an otherwise quiescent environment. This differs from the model of Matsui et al. (1998) and Fukushi et al. (1999) which accounts for bubbleparticle collisions due to the combined influence of turbulent fluid motion and relative motion due to gravity. The key feature of the current model is the inclusion of interparticle forces which play a dominant role in determining flotation efficiency, yet are not included in the turbulent collision model of Matsui et al. (1998) and Fukushi et al. (1999) . The current model inherently assumes that, once a bubble becomes attached to a particle, then the probability of bubble detachment is zero. A more detailed discussion concerning the probability of bubble detachment is given by Derjaguin et al. (1981) .
RESULTS
The effect of bubble and particle size
It is well known that successful flotation requires the use of coagulants to facilitate charge neutralisation of particles and to generate hydrophobic particles. There is less consensus, however, as to the optimal particle size for dissolved air flotation. Edzwald (1995) is that, if particle charge neutralisation can be achieved through the use of coagulants and the control of pH, then the flotation rate will be enhanced by increasing the particle sizes and decreasing the bubble sizes, subject to the constraint that the resulting bubble-particle agglomerates remain positively buoyant. If particle charge neutralisation cannot be achieved, there will be a minimum bubble size below which flotation is not possible.
The results presented in Figure 3 are meant to be illustrative of the effect of particle charge neutralisation and of the effect of varying bubble and particle sizes. A more thorough examination of the effect of varying the values of the physicochemical parameters of the system is presented by Leppinen (1999) . The results presented in Figure 3 are generally supportive of the claim by Matsui et al. (1998) and Fukushi et al. (1999) that larger size flocs should be used to optimise flotation. This claim, however, must be treated cautiously. Successful flotation requires the formation of positively buoyant bubble-particle
agglomerates. In the current model, which only allows for the attachment of a single bubble to each particle, the resultant bubble-particle agglomerates are only positively buoyant for bubble and particle sizes to the right of the shaded region in Figure 3 . Flotation of particles within the shaded region of Figure 3 requires multiple bubble attachment and the modelling of this situation can be performed using the population balance approach adopted by Matsui et al. (1998) and Fukushi et al. (1999) .
Polydisperse systems
The mathematical model presented in this paper can only be used directly to calculate particle removal rates if all of the particles and all of the bubbles are of a fixed size. This is because the value of the collision efficiency E varies as the particle and bubble sizes vary. In order to calculate the removal rates of particles when there is a distribution of bubble and particle sizes, a statistical approach is required. This paper incorporates a statistical model similar to that employed by Pan et al. (1996) in their global model of flotation efficiency. As shown in Figure 4 , at time t = 0, n p particles are randomly placed in a twodimensional control volume, and bubbles are then randomly injected upwards through the control volume at a fixed rate in time. As each bubble passes through the control volume it interacts with the particles, and if the injection point of the bubble is such that a bubble-particle interaction leads to bubble-particle attachment, then that particular particle is removed from the control volume. It is assumed that a bubble can remove at most one particle and that each bubble acts independently. In particular, a given bubble is not injected until the preceding has passed through the control volume. Bubbles are repeatedly injected until a specified fraction of particles have been removed, and each simulation is repeated many times to ensure that the removal rates are independent of the initial number of particles in the control volume. The distinction between the current statistical model and that employed by Pan et al. (1996) is that, in the current model, particle capture is determined by the removal efficiency E calculated using the mathematical model described above, whereas the particle capture criterion employed by Pan et al. (1996) is empirical in nature. which are comparable to those reported by Okada et al. (1990) . Edzwald (1995) for optimal flotation. The bubbles vary in size from Figure 5 . The particle removal rate is plotted in Figure 7 versus time where n p is the sum of all of the particles over the full range of particle sizes. The key feature of Figure 7 is that the log removal rate of particles is clearly divided into a region with a high rate of particle removal at early times (R′ = 0.46 s −1 ) and a region with a lower removal rate at later times (R′ = 0.05 s −1 ). The current statistical model allows for the identification of the order in which the particles are removed, and during the early times in Figure 7 , it is predominantly the larger particles which are removed, while at later times it is only the smaller, harder to float particles which remain. Based on batch flotation experiments, Ahmed & Jameson (1989) speculate that in some cases the flotation rate constant might be a function of time. The results in Figure 7 show that care is required when attempting to quantify flotation rate constants from the outcome of flotation batch test cell experiments. In most cases there will be a wide range of particles of differing sizes and/or differing surface chemistry and it may not be possible to identify a single flotation rate constant for a given experiment. For example, the identification of a period of fast particle removal followed by a period of low particle removal in the experimental results presented by Pan et al. (1996) may indicate the presence of two distinct particle types (either in terms of particle size, or particle surface chemistry) in the flotation test cell.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has shown that it is possible to develop a kinetic model of dissolved air flotation without having to empirically assign an adhesion efficiency coefficient for given in Figure 6 showing the asymptotic flotation rates at short and long times. It is noted that bubble-particle attachment is only possible when the combined influence of van der Waals and electrostatic forces is stronger than the resistive hydrodynamic forces which result from attempting to squeeze water from the gap between the approaching bubble and particle.
If particle charge neutralisation can be achieved, flotation rates will be enhanced by decreasing the size of bubbles and increasing the size of particles. The increased flotation rate at small bubble sizes is primarily due to the increase in the number of bubbles released at a fixed volumetric gas flux. To date a limited control over the bubble size distribution generated in dissolved air flotation has been achieved by controlling the dissolved air saturator pressure, the recycle ratio and by using different injection nozzles (Rykaart & Haarhoff 1995; Vlašski et al. 1997) . The results of this paper indicate that there is a large potential benefit from being able to control bubble size, and further study is warranted.
The results of this paper show that, while flotation is effective using the pin-point flocs advocated by Edzwald (1995) (10 µm < d p < 30 µm), the overall rate of flotation can be increased by increasing floc size. This conclusion however, must in turn be balanced with the need to produce positively buoyant bubble-particle agglomerates.
If the particle size becomes too large, multiple bubble attachment, which is beyond the scope of the current paper, will be required for successful flotation. The specification of the optimal floc size therefore requires a compromise between the increased flotation removal rates of large particles versus the increased flocculation time (and ultimately increased size of the flocculation tank) required to produce the larger flocs and the need to produce positively buoyant bubble-particle agglomerates.
Unless extremely small bubbles can be generated (d b < 10 µm) flocculation will be necessary for the efficient removal of very small particles (d p < 10 µm), even for cases of complete particle charge neutralisation. 
